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GlobularClusters are one of the oldest entities in the universe and they have been stud-
ied meticulously for over half a century. However, many important questions remain unan-
swered about them. One of them is how the dynamics of a globular cluster affects its stellar
populations. We try to address this by studying the globular clusterNGC6752. This cluster
was chosen as the focus of the thesis as it harbors an exotic population of stars and exhibits
peculiar photometric and dynamic properties. The cluster holds a vital key in fully under-
standing the inter-dependence of stellar and dynamic evolution in a globular cluster.
We present multi-band, wide-field photometry of NGC 6752 observed with ESO VLT
Survey Telescope (VST) combined with similar epochGaia DR2 astrometry and other large
scale surveys (HUGS, 2MASS, VHS, GALEX, WISE). The reduction of the data was car-
ried out using ESO’s reduction pipeline Alambic refined for VSTOmegaCam. Preliminary
aperture photometry was performed using SExtractor and PSF photometry was carried out
using daophot. Reduction and photometric extraction were implemented in an automa-
tized pipeline over all filters, all exposure times, and all the individual CCDs ofOmegaCAM.
The independently photometrised plethora of catalogswerewoven togethermeticulously
to produce a singlemaster catalog of all filters. Thiswasmatchedwith amultitude of external
surveys to get a comprehensive astro-photometric catalog of NGC 6752. The stars in this
catalog were cleaned along newly computed fiducial sequences and Gaia proper motions.
The member stars remaining after the culling processes were used to derive the number
density profile of the cluster. These countwere complementedwithHubble SpaceTelescope
data available for the cluster’s internal regions (from the HUGS project). King, Wilson and
limepymodelswere fit to the density profile to gauge the dynamical properties of the cluster.
Owing to the 1 square degree field of view of our data, star counts were performed for the
evolved stars along the entire radial range of the cluster. These were used to calculate perti-
nent populationparametersR andR2 and toderive the radial distributionof these stars. The
radial distribution unveiled a puzzling observable about the cluster: a sudden disappearance
of horizontal branch stars within 6 and 13 arcminutes from the centre in the r magnitude
range 16 ≲ r ≲ 17, which can be ascribed to an as yet unidentified mechanism pertaining
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Astronomy compels the soul to look upward, and leads us




Globular Clusters have been under the proverbial microscope of astronomers for over
half a century. The name globular is derived from the Latin word globulus which translates
to a small sphere. However, these clusters appear small due to their distance from us but are
orders of magnitude larger in size than Earth. They are huge, densely packed, spherical ag-
glomerations of stars. A globular cluster can contain anywhere from 104 to 106 inhabitants
within itself and be as wide as 100 pc in diameter.
Conventionally (Herschel, 1789), globular clusters were considered to be spherically sym-
metric, isotropic, non-rotating systems, chemically homogeneous and as textbook examples
of simple stellar populations (SSPs). With the advent of technology - CCD photometry
and high-resolution, multi-object spectroscopy in particular - data of unparalleled quality
and quantity have been produced. This, in turn, has led to many revelations in our un-
derstanding of globular clusters (GCs). GCs are now considered as spherically asymmetric,
anisotropic, rotating stellar aggregations, with chemical peculiarities a significant departure
from the erstwhile elementary assumptions.
Each massive galaxy contains a system of globular clusters that orbits its core. Milky Way
consists of approximately 150 globular clusters (Harris, 1996) whereas the elliptical galaxy
M87 harbours more than 13,000 of them (McLaughlin et al., 1994). As a result, GCs are
thought to be the philosopher’s stone against which theories of galaxy formation and evolu-




1.1 Multiple Stellar Populations
Historically, GCs have been considered as SSPs (Renzini & Buzzoni, 1986). Stars within a
simple stellar population are considered tobe contemporary i.e. all the stars formed in a single
burst of star formation. They are assumed to have the same initial composition and different
mass, distributed according to an initial mass function. In a Hertzsprung-Russell Diagram
(HRD), stars of an SSP are located along an isochrone (meaning “same age” in Greek). An
SSP can be holistically described by the following parameters:
1. Age
2. Initial Mass Function (IMF)
3. Chemical Composition:
(a) HeliumMass Fraction (Y)
(b) Metallicity (Z)
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The stars in an SSP are expected to have similar values of these parameters. If a collection
of stars violates any one of these conditions, it can no longer be considered a simple stellar
population. Since the study of Kraft (1979), there have been signs that GCs might not be
SSPs as light-element abundance variations were detected in their stars. The cause of these
anomalies was not easily discernible. It was thought the anomaliesmanifested due to varying
internal mixing or differences in primordial composition or both. Recent high-resolution
studies andmulti-band photometry have shifted the paradigm and globular clusters are now
considered harboringMultiple Stellar Populations (MSP, Gratton et al. 2004, Gratton et al.
2012, Bastian & Lardo 2018).
The multiple sequences in the Color Magnitude Diagram (CMD) of a GC are popu-
lated by stars having different chemical abundances. The elements associated with Hydro-
gen burning are the ones that display abundance variations. Many GCs exhibit evidence of
Helium-enrichment in their secondgeneration stars and alsodisplay complex anti-correlations
in their light-element abundances (e.g. Sodium vs Oxygen and Nitrogen vs Carbon). This
indicates that newer material has been processed via high-temperature proton capture nu-
cleosynthesis. However, these multiple sequences cannot be detected easily in all CMDs. A
combination of ultraviolet and blue filters is particularly adept at disentangling these pop-
ulations (Milone et al., 2013). An example of MSPs in globular clusters is shown in Figure
1.1. Such MSPs have now been found in almost all GCs. In order to fully understand the
intrinsic properties of globular clusters, it is imperative to amalgamate theoretical modelling
with deep photometric and spectroscopic surveys that are aimed at detecting these multiple
populations.
1.2 Dynamics
Globular clusters are not just probes of the dynamics of the galaxy but also peculiar dynam-
ical bodies themselves. They can be regarded as the test particles of the galactic gravitational
field. Moreover, as GCs have amass in the range of 105M⊙, dynamical processes fundamen-
tal to the understanding of stellar dynamics take place in these systems. To illustrate further:
1. Relaxation
Globular clusters are considered relaxed systems. After they are formed, the stars in
the globular cluster begin to interact gravitationally with each other. As a result, the
velocity of the interacting stars are steadily modified and the stars lose any history of
their initially velocity (i.e. they are thermalized). The characteristic timescale at which
this occurs for a GC is called the relaxation time. The relaxation time is expressed as a
3
function of the crossing time (or the dynamical time, τcross), which is the time taken






Themean relaxation time (τrlx) for globular clusters is108 years (Benacquista&Down-
ing, 2013), which is smaller than their age of 1010 years. Hence, GCs are regarded as
relaxed systems. Cumulative effects of this dynamical relaxation pave theway formass
segregation.
2. Mass Segregation and Evaporation
Dynamical mass segregation is the process by which more massive stars move toward
the center, while lighter ones tend to move farther away from the center. During a
close encounter of two stars, they exchange both energy and momentum. Due to
equipartition of energy, the velocities of the stars transform in such a way that their
global velocity distribution approaches a Maxwellian. Since kinetic energy is propor-
tional to mass times speed squared, equipartition requires the less massive members
of a cluster to move faster. Thus, heavier stars will sink into lower orbits (i.e. orbits
closer to the center of the cluster) leading to a mass segregation.
After relaxation, the speed of some low mass stars (residing at the far right tail of the
Maxwellian) can be greater than the cluster’s escape velocity, which leads to these stars
leaving the cluster. This process that results in a stellar exodus is called evaporation.
Even though GCs are tightly bound, many of them exhibit potential escaping stars
(de Boer et al., 2019). Interaction of the cluster with the galactic tidal field can also
lead to stripping of stars which aggravates evaporation.
3. Core Collapse
Due to the Virial theorem, the heat capacity of any finite gravitationally bound sys-
tem (such as a globular cluster) is always negative. As a result, at any given moment
the random motions of stars in a cluster’s core can be considered to balance the grav-
itational potential of the stars’ mutual attractions. When a fast-moving star escapes
the gravitational pull of the cluster core, taking with it some kinetic energy, the core
must shrink a little. The remaining stars have to move a bit faster to compensate for
the increase in the gravitational binding energy of a denser core. More of them can
then escape, and so the process repeats itself and accelerates.
This runaway gravo-thermal instability eventually leads to a rapid shrinkingof the core
of the cluster called as core collapse (see Figure 1.2). However, the interaction of stars
in the collapsed core region causes tight binary systems (hard binaries) to form. As




limits the core collapse and leads to re-expansion of the cluster. The hard binaries act
as dynamical energy reservoirs. About 20 % of the GCs observed have undergone
core collapse as seen by their increasing luminosity toward the centre of the cluster
(Djorgovski & King, 1986).
1.3 Morphology
Globular clusters are approximately equivalent to isothermal spheres i.e. the velocity distri-
bution of stars is almost independent of the position of the stars in the cluster (resembling
a Maxwellian distribution). However, a singular isothermal sphere has infinite density at its
centre and hence, infinite mass. To represent an isothermal sphere in a well-behavedmanner
at the origin, it is possible to define dimensionless variables, where the dimensionless radius










In equation 1.2, r is the distance from the centre and r0 is the King radius (King, 1962) de-
fined in equation 1.3, where ρ0 is the central density, σ is the velocity dispersion scaling pa-
rameter andG is the gravitational constant. At the radius r0, the density within the system
has fallen to 0.5013 of its central density ρ0. For a system with gravitational potential Φ,
where a single particle has velocity v and total energyE , the relative potentialΨ and relative
energy ε of the particle can be defined as
Ψ ≡ −Φ + Φ0 (1.4)




whereΦ0 is some constant.
A modified form of an isothermal sphere is the King model, which resembles the isother-
mal sphere at small radii, wheremost of the stars have large values of ε, but gradually becomes
less dense than the isothermal sphere at larger radii where ε tends to be lower. By suitably
defining the constant gravitational potential Φ0 so that at some critical relative energy ε0 =
0, the phase-space distribution function of the King model can be defined so that:
• For ε ≫ 0, King model and isothermal sphere are identical;
• For ε ≤ 0, King model distribution function is zero
This leads to a family of self-similar models for the density distribution within the system
that are defined by the central relative potential, Ψ(0), where the radius is in units of the
King radius (r0). At the radius where Ψ falls to zero, the density (ρ) also falls to zero. This
is the tidal radius (rt, described below). The logarithm of the ratio of the tidal radius to the







Barring the King radius, the 3 important radii for a globular cluster are:
1. Core radius
The overall luminosity of the cluster steadily decreases with distance from the core,
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and the core radius (rc) is the distance at which the apparent surface luminosity has
dropped by half of its peak value at the centre. Therefore, it is often used interchange-
ablywith theKing radius (r0) Themedian value of rc forGCs inMilkyWay is around
1 pc (Binney & Tremaine, 2008).
2. Half-light radius
The distance from the core within which half of the total luminosity from the cluster
is received is called as the half-light radius (rh). This is typically larger than the core
radius but smaller than 10 pc (van den Bergh, 2008).
3. Tidal radius
The distance from the center of the globular cluster at which the galactic gravitational
field has more influence over the stars in the cluster than the cluster itself is called as
the tidal radius (rt or truncation radius). This is the distance at which the individual
stars belonging to a cluster can be stripped away by the galaxy. Typical values for rt
are around 35-40 pc (de Boer et al., 2019).
Globular clusters harbour a multitude of RR Lyrae stars (Di Criscienzo et al., 2004) and
other standard candles which constitute an important part of the cosmic distance ladder.
Globular clusters as a group present a luminosity function which is also used as a standard
candle under the assumption that GCs in other galaxies follow the same principles as those
in Milky Way (Rejkuba, 2012). Absolute ages derived for GCs give a robust lower limit to
the age of the universe. Apart from these pertinent astrophysical properties, GCs are host to
very peculiar objects. To list a few: Blue straggler stars, Cataclysmic variables, X-ray binaries,
Neutron stars, millisecond Pulsars, etc.
1.4 NGC 6752
NGC 6752 is one of the closest and brightest southern hemisphere globular clusters. It is
at a distance of ∼ 4.2 kpc from us and has an apparent magnitude of ∼ 5.5 mag. It was
first observed in 1826 by James Dunlop and was catalogued as GC 4484 by John Herschel
in his 1864 study (Herschel, 1864). The cluster has been a focus of multitude of studies over
the past half century with it being referenced in almost 2000 research papers. It has been
the main focus of more than 200 extensive studies. The cluster’s important properties are
summarized in Table 1.1. Photometric studies have revealed that the luminosity function
of the cluster exhibits clear signs of mass segregation (Ferraro et al., 1997) whereas dynami-








Rubenstein & Bailyn 1997). No rotation in the cluster has yet been detected (Cordoni et al.,
2019).
1.4.1 Exotic Population
Existence of multiple stellar populations in NGC 6752 has been confirmed by space-based
(Milone et al., 2013) as well as ground-based (Nardiello et al., 2015) photometry. Milone
et al. (2013) showed that the CMD ofNGC 6752 can be split into 3 components with vary-
ing light-element abundances. The CMD gets split into these components when a special
combination of filters (described in the papers) is used. Along with them, Strömgren pho-
tometry is adept at disentangling multiple populations along the Red Giant Branch (RGB,
Grundahl et al. 2002). These multiple populations have also been confirmed in the lower
main sequence ofNGC6752 by employing deepNear-Infrared (NIR) photometry (Milone
et al., 2019). Three different populations of M-dwarfs are detected in the NIR CMD of
NGC 6752.
The cluster has been investigated extensively over awide range ofwavelength yet it doesn’t
cease to surprise. It is extremely bright in the ultraviolet wavelengths as seen in in Figure 1.4a.
The stars lying along the horizontal branch (HB) of the cluster (discussed below) are the
8






Parameter Value Property Value
αJ2000 19
h 10m 52.11s Mass 2.29± 0.03105 M⊙
δJ2000 −59◦59′4.′′4 rc 0.15 pc
l 336.493 rh 2.38 pc
b −25.628 rt 61.97 pc
R⊙ 4.25± 0.09 kpc Rv −26.28± 0.16 km/s
RGC 5.53 kpc µαcos(δ) −3.17± 0.01 (mas/yr)
E(B-V) 0.046± 0.005 µδ −4.01± 0.01 (mas/yr)
major contributors to this UV light. The cluster plays host to a few low-mass X-ray binaries
(see Figure 1.4b) and as many as 19 X-ray sources have already been detected by Pooley et al.
(2002). Many of these sources have been confirmed in optical studies to be Cataclysmic
Variables (such as Dwarf Novae, Thomson et al. 2012). NGC 6752 has also shown signs
of gamma ray emissions from within its tidal radius (Tam et al., 2011) insinuating that it
is home to multiple millisecond pulsars. Along with these special objects, the cluster also
inhabits a myriad of variable stars that have been comprehensively catalogued by Kaluzny &
Thompson (2009).
1.4.2 The BSS bimodality
A blue straggler star (BSS) is a main-sequence star more luminous and bluer than stars at the
main sequence turnoff point for a cluster (see Figure 1.6). Since their discovery by Sandage
(1953), numerous explanations regarding their formation have been put forth. However, the
two most widely supported scenarios are:
1. They are current or former binary stars which are merging to create a single more
massive star, potentially with a mass larger than that of stars at the main-sequence
turn-off point. Since the density in GCs’ core is very high, the chances of collisions
between stars leading to a merger are higher, too.
2. They are a product of mass transfer between binary stars. As the more massive of the
stars evolve and overflows its Roche lobe,mass will transfer to its companion resulting


















Both these mechanisms might be at play in NGC 6752 as a bimodal distribution of blue
straggler stars has been detected in the cluster (Sabbi et al. 2004, Mapelli et al. 2006). It is
hypothesized that collisional blue stragglers occupy the cluster’s core and mass-transfer blue
stragglers reside in the outskirts.
1.4.3 The HB Conundrum
Low-to-intermediatemass stars after going through a heliumflash at the tip of theRGB start
burning He in their cores along the Horizontal Branch (HB). On the HB, these stars have
very similar core masses and thereby very similar luminosities. As a result, they constitute
themselves along a horizontal sequence in the HRD (or the CMD). However, the size (and
therefore temperature) of an HB star depends on the mass of the hydrogen envelope sur-
rounding the He core. Smaller H envelopes lead to hotter stars. As a result, stars on the HB
can cover an extended range of effective temperatures.
A prominent feature in aGC’sHB is theRRLyrae gapwhich encompasses the instability
strip. The variable nature of stars lying in this region engenders the gap in theHB. Different
GCs show different morphologies of their HB. The relative proportions of HB stars exist-
ing on the hotter end of the RR Lyr gap, within the gap, and to the cooler end of the gap
varies sharply from cluster to cluster. It has been noted thatmetal-poor clusters show a bluer
HB (more stars toward the hotter, left side of the gap), whereas metal-rich clusters present
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a redder HB. However, some clusters with the same metallicity show starkly different HBs
and some clusters with similar HB morphologies do have different metallicties (Sandage &
Wallerstein, 1960). Therefore, a second parameter has long been sought to break this degen-
eracy and fully explain the HB morphology. Among the various candidates for the elusive
second parameter, age, GC’s mass, GC’s central density, and He abundance are considered
as the best candidates (Freeman &Norris 1981, Gratton et al. 2010).
The horizontal branch of NGC 6752 has been studied painstakingly over the past decade
and with good reason. Like many other GCs, it showcases the following discontinuities:
(i) the Grundahl jump at ∼ 11,500 K (Grundahl et al., 1999) which marks the onset of
the blue HB and (ii) the Momany jump (Momany et al. 2002, Momany et al. 2004) at ∼
22,000 K which delineates the beginning of the Extreme Horizontal Branch (EHB). The
physical mechanism underneath the formation of the EHB still evades us. NGC 6752 will
be paramount to finding a viable scenario for EHB formation as well as solving the second
parameter problem.
1.4.4 The AGB Perplexion
At the end of the HB lifetime, the core He burning comes to a halt and shifts to a shell
surrounding the inert C-O core. This flags the beginning of the Asymptotic Giant Branch
(AGB) phase. The AGB phase is the last evolutionary stage of intermediate and low-mass
stars before they end their lives as white dwarfs. The time spent by stars in the AGB is only
a few percent of the time spent in the HB.
In spite of harboring such an exotica of stars, NGC 6752 showed a dearth of 2nd genera-
tion AGB stars in its CMDs (Campbell et al., 2013). It was assumed that this might proba-
bly have its origin in the fact that He-enhanced 2nd generation stars have a shorter lifetime
(Charbonnel et al., 2013). However, recent studies have confirmed that the AGB of NGC
6752 is well-populated and it displays the expected correlations/anti-correlations among the
light-element abundances (Mucciarelli et al., 2019).
All in all, the cluster possesses an interesting stellar population and has inhabitants repre-
senting each section of the CMD. The aforementioned features and many others like them,
make NGC 6752 an important cog in fully understanding stellar evolution and how it is
affected by the dynamics of a globular cluster.
The thesis is divided into 6 chapters.
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The 2nd Chapter describes the data-set used in the thesis and the strategies used to reduce it.
The 3rd Chapter sheds light on howAperture and PSF photometry were carried out for our
complex data-set and elaborates the pipeline built to automatize the entire procedure.
Obtaining an extensive catalogwhich comprises amultitude of photometric and astrometric
properties of NGC 6752 is discussed in Chapter 4.
Chapter 5 delves deeper into how the members of the cluster were selected and how other
photometric analyses were undertaken.
Chapter 6 summaries the results and outlines the foundation laid down by this thesis for
future works.
At the end of each chapter, the status of our data at the beginning of that chapter and the sta-
tus at the end of it has been elucidated in a few lines. They are the takeaways of each chapter;
they facilitate the reader in assessing the progress made over the course of a single chapter.
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As we look out into the Universe and identify the many ac-
cidents of physics and astronomy that have worked together
to our benefit, it almost seems as if the Universe must in




This chapter elaborates the data-set and how it was procured. It also discusses the various
strategies implemented in reducing the data.
2.1 Instrument
NGC 6752 was observed using the wide-field imager OmegaCAM situated at ESO’s VLT
Survey Telescope (VST, Arnaboldi et al. 1998, Kuijken et al. 2002, Kuijken 2011). VST is
a 2.65 m modified Ritchie-Créitien telescope located at the Paranal platform of ESO’s Very
Large Telescope in Chile. It is specifically designed for wide-field imaging and OmegaCAM
is the sole instrument on the telescope mounted at its Cassegrain focus.
OmegaCAM is a 256-megapixel optical camera with physical dimensions of 26×26 cm2
It has a 1×1 degree2 field of view at a resolution of 0.′′216/pixel. The camera is a 32-CCD
detector mosaic with each CCD roughly 2000 pixels in width and 4000 pixels in height.
TheCCDs are thinned, blue-sensitive, 3-edge buttable CCD44-82 devices from e2v of high
cosmetic quality. Each chip subtends approximately 7.′3×14.′6 on the sky. There are narrow
gaps between the individual CCDs (see Figure 2.1), resulting in 1.5 mm wide, insensitive
strips across the focal plane. In addition, there are two broader insensitive bands, each 5.7
mm wide, which is where the CCD bond wires are. The gaps translate to 25′′ and 85′′ on





OmegaCAMdata are taken in the context of a cal-
ibration plan that ensures that all data can be photo-
metrically and astrometrically calibrated to 0.05mag-
nitudes and 0.1 arcseconds r.m.s. precision, respec-
tively. In addition to the science CCDs, the focal
plane also contains four auxiliary CCDs. Two of
these are used for auto-guiding, so that both field po-
sition and rotation can be tracked accurately. The
other two auxiliary CCDs are mounted 2 mm out-
side the focal plane and are used for recording de-
focused star images for curvature wavefront sensing
and controlling the active optics system of the VST.
A filter exchange mechanism permits observations through any one of 12 filters viz. Sloan
ugriz set, Johnson B and V filters, several narrow-band filter mosaics, a Strömgren v filter,
and a special calibration u-g-r-i filter. A large shutter is used to define precisely the length of
the exposures and is able to carry out observations for as short as a 0.1 seconds. Coupledwith
these features, the sky coverage, angular resolution, and low seeingwere the reasons VSTwas
chosen to study NGC 6752. It enabled us to study the cluster’s crowded centre along with
its outskirts at greater depths.
2.2 Data-set
The data-set comprised of images taken over a period of 2 years in the broadband SDSS u, g,
r, i, z filters. Alongwith these wide filters, we had observations taken in the narrow-bandHα
filter. This filter has been designed specifically for the VPHAS+ survey (Drew et al., 2014).
The throughput curves for these filters are shown in Fig. 2.2 and the central wavelengths
along with their effective widths are shown in Table 2.1.
The observationswere carried out during ESOPeriod 103 and 104 andwere taken in jitter
mode to account for the vertical gaps in the CCD array. The observation strategy was set in
a manner such that the cluster’s central region was always observed from the same CCD -
CCD # 84 (Chip 12) - even after accounting for the jitter.
The Sloan u,g,r,i,z filters are monolithic and as a result, a small jitter pattern is enough to



















u 350 / 60 320 - 380 300 53 10 9
g 480 / 140 410 - 550 120 19 5 17
r 625 / 140 555 - 695 90 38 2 17
i 770 / 150 695 - 845 90 16 3 17
z 910 / 120 850 - 970 75 8 - 0
Hα 659 / 10 654 - 664 120 37 10 17
senting a wide central cross. This cross covers 310′′ in both X and Y direction vignetting the
images (see Figure 2.3) and the jitter pattern is not enough to completely observe the region
obscured by the central cross inHα filter. Adithering patternwould havemade it possible to
observe this region better. However, the data used for this thesis has been obtained as a part
of a bigger program which focuses on variability of stars. Using a dither pattern would have
led to the cluster’s core region being observed fromdifferentCCDs in different epochs. This
would have increased the dependence of our observations on the systematics of the telescope
further.
The Table 2.1 reports the dataset in terms of the exposure times used for different filters
and the number of observations in each one of them. The strategy establishedwas to observe
with two types of exposures in each filter: a deep and a shallow exposure. Deep and shallow
exposure images were used to complement each other. The stars that might be saturated in
the deep exposures could be retained in the shallow exposures. On the other hand, all the
stars too faint to be observed in the shallow exposures were properly observed in the deep
ones.
The exposure time used in any particular filter was set up while keeping in mind the spec-
tral properties ofNGC6752 and the throughput curves of the filter. Since, a globular cluster
holds an old stellar population, the exposure times in r band were set comparatively shorter
than those in the u band. As the sensitivity of the u band (see Figure 2.2) is lower than the
other bands and relatively fewer stars are expected to show substantial emission in this wave-
length range, the exposure time for deep images was set up as 300 seconds.
The data was downloaded from ESO’s image archive in FITS files compressed in the FZ
format described in Pence et al. (2010). The FZ files were unpacked using funpack. The
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data extraction system from ESO has been set up in such a way to maximize scientific obser-
vation time and optimize the time spent in obtaining calibration images. The bias frames
and flat fields are obtained regularly during an observation night. Whenever a science frame
is asked for from the ESO archive, multiple biases and flats obtained in the same filter as the
science frame are associated to the image.
Each set of images (theDataBlock) consistedof themain science image inwhich theobject
(NGC 6752) was observed, along with the calibration images. The calibration images were
typically comprised of 10 bias images taken before the science observation, 10 biases taken
after the observation, and 5 flat-fields. Additionally, each set contained an XML file which
helped in categorizing the images. TheData Blocks were then sorted as per the filter that was
used while observing the images. These were then reduced independently according to the
strategies discussed in the next section.
2.3 Reduction
The reduction of such a comprehensive data-set necessitated the use of a reduction pipeline
capable of dealing with multi-wavelength, multi-chip observations. Bearing this in mind,
ESO’sMulti-ResolutionVisionModel (MVM), also calledAlambic, was used for reducing
the data.
2.3.1 Alambic
Alambic is an image reduction system - developed by Benoit Vandame (Vandame, 2002)
- written in C++ which produces a platform-independent performance. The various tech-
niques used in reduction (discussed below) are wrapped by employing the Extensible Mark-
upLanguage (XML) technology. XML is used to take input of various parameters as awayof
communicating between the modules and to maintain an internal database for all the tasks.
By being an independent collection of libraries, the program avoids unnecessary access to
disk and the entire reduction is carried out in memory, thereby enhancing the data rate of
the process significantly. This is of paramount importance when dealing with a data-set like
ours which occupies terabytes in disk space.
For preparation of the reduction, Alambic first reads the FITS header of images to garner
information about the observations. It also reads the XML file present in each Data Block




of CCDs, their geometric layout, the electronic layout of each CCD, and the read-out noise
and gain of different read-out ports. Keeping in mind the crowded nature of the field, the
reduction mode was set as stellar. This mode doesn’t try to estimate or remove the sky back-
ground, which can be varying significantly in a crowded globular cluster field. For details
about various reduction modes, see Vandame (2004).
Alambicwas originally designed for the ESO Imaging Survey and during the development
of the code, OmegaCAM@VST wasn’t functional. We use a modified version of Alamabic
developed by Marco Gullieuszik for the survey program OmegaWINGS (Gullieuszik et al.,
2015). The modified version uses the same algorithms defined in Vandame (2004). How-
ever, it revamps the hardware and software dependency of the original code to increase the
speed manifolds. It also enables us to factor in the central vignetting cross of Hα filter while
reducing those images.
The essence of the various reduction techniques implemented have been discussed below
considering one Data Block as an example. To refresh, each Data Block contains the follow-
ing observation for the same filter: 20 bias frames, 5 flat fields, 1 science frame, and 1 XML
file with the association of different frames.
1. Data Organisation:
Each observation’s FITS file comprised of 32 extensions - one for each of the 32 chips
of OmegaCAM. These are split into single extension files and then grouped accord-
ing to their classification. This step results in 32 observation blocks, each containing
single-extension FITS files of the science frames, biases, and flats. These observation
blocks are divided into calibration blocks (containing the bias and flat images) and the
reduction blocks (containing the science images).
2. Instrumental Effect Removal:
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Figure 2.5: (Left)Anexamplebiasframeforau-filterimage.(Right)Anexampleflatfieldforau-filterimage.
All the images in a single calibration block are stacked together (median combined)
and the corresponding master bias and flat images are produced. Combining multi-
ple frames to form a single master frame helps in removing cosmic ray hits and other
instrumental effects. The master bias is overscan corrected before being subtracted
from the science image and the flat fields are divided from the science frame.
This step is one of the fundamental steps in various reduction pipelines. However,
Alambic specializes in the techniques described next. The code employs special algo-
rithms for carrying out these pertinent processes.
3. Bad Pixel Masking andWeight Map:
The bad pixels on the CCD are identified in the master calibration images (bias and
flats) and then a mask is created indicating these pixels which won’t contribute to
the final reduced images. This mask is multiplied with the master flat to produce the
weight map, which characterizes the relative noise amplitude of the pixels.
4. Gain Harmonization:
The electronic converters of OmegaCAM’s chips are not identical and showcase a
0.1% scatter in zero-points due to different gain for each chip. This results in a sub-
stantial difference between the mean sky background values (in ADUs) as measured
in different chips. It is imperative to correct for this effect before applying the illumi-






To harmonize the gain over all CCDs, chip 8 was chosen as the reference CCD, since
it wasn’t too crowded by the cluster but was close enough to the centre to encounter
sufficient photons. The sky background level was calculated for 32 chips using a stan-
dard image and was normalized to the value of chip 8. These normalization coeffi-
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Figure 2.8: Chip12’sfringingmapproducedforthei-filterbymediancombiningover200i-filterimages.
cients were then multiplied to the calibration images for harmonizing the gain. A
similar-epoch image observing a standard field - which is also used for the calibration
of photometric zero-points - was downloaded for each filter. This observation was
used as an external reference to normalize the background in other images.
5. Fringing Maps:
Fringeswere observed in i our data-set’s band imageswhich are causeddue to the thick-
ness of theCCD.They can also stem from sky emission lines, making a non-negligible
contribution to the total signal, typically of the order of 10% of the background level.
Fringing maps for the i band were obtained using more than 200 images with differ-
ent pointings. These images were median-combined to obtain the final map bereft of
any stars. Thesemapswere used to de-fringe the observations before the final stacking
of the science images.
6. Illumination Correction:
One of the main causes of photometric errors is the parasitic light added due to in-
ternal reflections off the telescope. The relatively open VST dome facilitates in im-
proving seeing by allowing air to pass through it. However, this also leads to increased
scattered light which impairs flat-fielding. This error results in a star of same bright-
ness showing different flux if observed in different positions on the CCD. The net
result, when flat-field exposures are applied without any correction, is an erroneous
apparent trend of photometric zero-point as a function of the distance from the cen-
tre of the camera’s field of view. To correct this effect, an illuminationmapmeasuring
relative flux error is computed and then used to correct the master flats. This helps in
avoiding propagation of the illumination error to the science image.
The illumination map was computed for each filter using multiple images observed
with a dithering pattern. These images were reduced using the normal calibration im-
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Figure 2.9: Illuminationmapproducedfortheu-filterusing12ditheredobservationsoftheLandoltSelectedArea113.
ages and the same algorithms discussed here. Photometric catalogs were created for
individual images and then compared. Since each star will be placed at a different
position in each image, the zero-point variations weremapped as a function of the po-
sition on the focal plane. This was done using a least square estimator approximating
the illuminationmapwith a n-D polynomial function. The polynomial order for the
u filter’s illumination map was computed to be 4 while for the rest of the filters a 3rd
order polynomial produced the best illuminationmap. The illuminationmap for the
u filters is shown in Figure 2.9. Themaps produced by us are in good agreement with
the ones produced by the VPHAS group (Drew et al., 2014).
7. Astrometry and Stacking:
The last module of the reduction process is responsible for producing a final image
which combines all the images in the reduction block, normalized to one second in-
tegration time and astrometrically calibrating the final image. The Gaia DR2 catalog
(Gaia Collaboration et al., 2018) was used as a reference catalog for astrometric cali-
bration. The astrometric solution was found using a wavelet decomposition method
as described in Vandame (2004).
These stepswere carried out independently for all Data Blocks. An average run of all these
steps for a singleData Block took 5minutes on a 48-coremachine. The final reduced science
image was then multiplied by its exposure time as Alambic normalizes it to a 1-second expo-
sure image. All such images and their corresponding weights were then treated separately
for their photometric extraction using a combination of Sextractor and Daophot as









Raw images in all the filters.
End Product:
Reduced images ready for photometric extraction.
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If there is anything that can bind the heavenly mind of
man to this dreary exile of our earthly home and can rec-
oncile us with our fate so that one can enjoy living, then it





After the raw images in all the filters had been reduced, the science frames were ready for
photometric extraction. The aim was to get a multi-band deep catalog of all the stars in
the 1×1 degree2 field of view. In order to robustly compute instrumental magnitudes of all
the stars, Peter Stetson’s daophot ii software suite was used to perform PSF photometry
(Stetson, 1987).
daophot has been designed to function in an interactive way, which would be impracti-
cal to perfrom for our data-set given the large number of images at our disposal. A substan-
tial amount of time was invested in developing a fully automatized procedure for extracting
daophot photometry in an unsupervised manner. The procedure employed several algo-
rithms to satisfy daophot’s requirements. For example, one prerequisite for daophot is
the full-width at half-maximum (FWHM)of unresolved stellar objects in the frame. In order
to calculate the FWHM of such a large number of images, an automatic routine was devel-
opedwhich used Source Extractor (Bertin&Arnouts, 1996) to calculate the FWHM.Along
with the FWHM, a whole host of other information regarding the OmegaCAMCCDs was
provided, viz. the gain (in e-/ADU), the readout noise per pixel (in e-), the saturation level
of images (in ADU). The entire procedure for extracting the photometry was developed in
Python.
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Source Extractor (SExtractor, Bertin & Arnouts (1996)) is a software that extracts all
the sources in an image and generates their catalogue. Loosely, SExtractor first models
the sky background and subtracts it from the image (see Fig. 3.1). It then filters the image
by convolving it with a Gaussian kernel to lower the effect of noise in the image. Then all
the pixel regions in which a significant flux over a threshold level is observed are considered
as detections. These detections are then resolved and aperture photometry is performed on
them. The sources are then classified as either stars or galaxies using a neural network and the
magnitude andother physical parameters related to the shape of the sources are transferred to
the catalog. For a detailed description of SExtractor, see the official user’s manual from




A routine was developed in Python to run SExtractor on all images of the data-set
and calculate the FWHM in two steps. In the output catalogs generated by a single run
of SExtractor, the FWHM of each detected source along with the results of aperture
photometry were present. Only those sources with the quality parameter FLAG = 0 (c.f. the
user manual) were considered for computing the FWHM in both the steps.
In the first step, no weight map was provided to SExtractor and the default Gaussian
kernel was used for smoothing the image. Once the catalog of extracted sources is generated,
the FHWM vector is iteratively clipped at ±2σ about its median till convergence. In the
second step, themean of this sigma-clipped vector is used to create a customGaussian kernel
which is provided to SExtractor for filtering the image by using it as a convolution operator.
The approximately-Gaussian PSF cores of really low brightness stars can be detected in a
better manner after convolution.
Additionally, the weight map generated for each image by Alambic during the reduction
process (see Section2.3.1) is provided to SExtractor to get a better estimate of thebackground
and noise in the image. Including weight maps in its process, SExtractor can produce error
estimates more accurately. With the 2 additions in the second step - (i) the customGaussian
smoothing kernel and (ii) theweightmap - the output catalog generated in this stepwas used
to derive the FWHM. As done in the first step, the FHWM vector of the catalog was itera-
tively clipped and themean was accepted as the best estimate of FWHM.This final FWHM,
in pixels, was fed to daophot through its option files.
3.2 daophot ii
Sayingdaophot iswidely used inAstronomywouldbe anunderstatement - as is underlined
by the fact that the original paper Stetson (1987) has been cited more than 5000 times. A
Python routine was developed to use daophot for performing photometry and also filter
the files created by daophot’s tasks before feeding them to its subsequent routines.
After getting the FWHM, other parameters - like the fitting radius, PSF radius - pertinent
to a successful photometry were calculated as a function of the FWHM. For details on the
various radii, refer the official manual‡. With the various radii defined, daophot’s FIND
task was used to find the coordinates of all possible stars in the field and PHOTOMETRY
was used to perform aperture photometry. The routine used to run daophot is described
‡http://www.astro.wisc.edu/sirtf/daophot2.pdf
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here keeping just one image in mind. This procedure was executed in the same way for the
entire data-set.
Once the aperture photometry file was ready, the list of stars was sorted in ascending order
of magnitude and the brightest stars (likely to be saturated) were ignored while selecting the
PSF stars. In daophot’s PICK command, 200 relatively bright, spread out, and isolated
stars were selected tomodel the PSF. The PSF commandwas used iteratively till no star with
any source of contamination from a neighbour was selected. The selection of the PSFmodel
was set to automode whichmeans daophot tried tomodel the PSF with themathematical
functions stored in its library (Gaussian, Lorentz, Moffat, etc.) and it chose the best fitting
function automatically.
After the PSF of the image was created and its aperture photometry was performed, the
fileswere fed to allstar to performPSFphotometry. allstaruses an analytical PSF along
with the empirical one while fitting the star’s profile. The star-subtracted images which con-
tain the residuals of PSF modeling were inspected to refine the various fitting radii. The
photometry file generated by allstar contains the co-ordinates (in physical units) and PSF-
fitted instrumentalmagnitudes of the stars detected in the image. Suchfileswere obtained for
the entire data-set by runningdaophotandallstar. In order tofix theposition and calcu-
late the magnitude of the stars with greater precision, all the photometry files were matched
to create a master catalogue using daomatch and daomaster.
3.3 daomatch & daomaster
As shown inTable 2.1, the data-set consisted ofmultiple imageswith the same exposure times
observed in the same filter. In order to extractmaximum information from these images and
to generate a deeper catalog, the independently reduced single images were matched frame
by frame using daomatch. As the data-set was obtained employing a small jitter pattern, it
was imperative to use daomatch to calculate the transformation coefficients between the
master frame and the others. The master frame for each filter (and each exposure time) was
selected as the image with the best seeing (lowest FWHM) as calculated by the PSF task in
daophot. This was invariably the same frame which had most number of stars detected
and photometrized.
daomatch Stetson (1993) uses a triangle matching algorithm and a user-defined trans-
formation function for finding the shifts between the frames. Once the transformation co-







the coordinates of the stars detected in each frame to the coordinates of the same stars in the
master frame. It assigns a final magnitude to each star based on a robust average of the star’s
magnitude calculated in all the frames inwhich it was detected. It also computes a variability
index using the magnitudes and errors computed for each single frame.
The final magnitude file generated by daomaster is the catalog of all the stars detected
in the majority of the images of a single filter for a particular exposure time. These catalogs
were matched pairwise for various filters (and for deep and shallow exposures) to generate a
color-magnitude diagram based on instrumental measurements (un-calibrated magnitudes).
For example, the catalog generated for u filter’s deep exposures wasmatchedwith the catalog
created for g filter’s deep exposures using the same routines described above.
The master frame for daomatch was decided based on the leading magnitude in the
colormagnitude diagrams (CMDs). In the u, (u-g) CMD, u filter’s catalogwas chosen as the
master frame. The co-ordinates of stars in the g catalog were shifted to those of the stars in
the u catalog. daomasterwas set up in such a way that all the stars present in one filter but
not the otherwere included in the final catalog, too. For the stars present in both the catalogs,
both the magnitudes were taken as-is without doing the physically meaningless averaging of
magnitudes calculated for two different filters.
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After thematching, several test images were produced to check the quality of the photom-
etry. For every filter, several of these images were checked to refine the various parameters
involved in the process. The instrumental CMD for the pair-wise filters (u vs g, r vs i, etc.)
was produced. We also produced tables tracking the magnitude of all the stars in each frame
for both the filters useful for producing light curves.
Once these preliminary checks were completed, the code was run on the entire data-set.
After themaster catalogwith final instrumentalmagnitude of all the stars observed in a given
exposure time and a givenfilterwas generated, aperture correction and zero-point calibration
were performed.
3.4 Aperture Correction
When performing PSF photometry, it is important to correct the profile-fitted magnitudes
for flux-loss to recover the truemagnitude of the stars. It is not practically possible tomeasure
the entire flux of the star as it gets spread over a large area of theCCD.ThePSFmodel, for e.g.
theGaussian, is usually clipped at 3 - 4 sigmas and the flux beyond this point is assumed to be
zero. In order to recover this flux and garner better signal-to-noise ratio, aperture correction
is performed.
Tocompute the valueof aperture correction, brightest objects along theRedGiantBranch
in the CMD were selected. These stars were then located in both the filters’ (for e.g. the u
and g filters in the u, (u-g), CMD) master magnitude file by using the transfer file created
by daomaster. Aperture photometry was carried out by implementing the same routine
described in Section 3.2 with only one change: 12 increasing aperture sizes were given in the
photometry option file to get 12 different magnitudes.
A set of maximum 100 stars was selected from each chip and photometrised. This pho-
tometry was performed on the best-seeing image which was given to daomatch as themas-
ter frame; whose co-ordinates and magnitudes were used as reference by daomaster. The
newly calculated 12 aperture magnitudes of all these stars were then subtracted from the
PSF magnitude of these stars computed by daomaster. This difference in magnitude of
all the stars (△mag) was plotted against the aperture size as shown in Figure 3.4 and a 3-sigma
clipped median of these differences was computed to produce the growth curve (right panel
of Figure 3.4).
The right part of the growth curve at which it stagnates gives the best estimate of the





aperture correction for that particular chip in that particular filter. This was repeated for the
entire data-set and these aperture corrections were then subtracted from the PSFmagnitude
of the stars to derive the total instrumental magnitude of the stars.
3.5 Calibration
Calibration of the instrumental magnitudes can be carried out in two ways. In the tradi-
tional method, standard fields are observed, photometrised, and their instrumental magni-
tudes are transformed to their published values. These transformation equations are then
used to calibrate the instrumental magnitude of all the stars. In the other method, which
we used, photometric zero-points for the CCDs are obtained and already published values
of the stars are used to transform the instrumental values to the photometric system of the
published values. The steps involved in our calibration are elaborated below:
1. Photometric zero-point
daophot computes instrumentalmagnitudes assuming a photometric zero-point of
25.0mag. However, every CCD chip in every filter exhibits a different zero-point. As
explained in Section 2.3.1, CCD 8 was used as the chip for gain harmonization of the
CCDs. Therefore, the photometric zero-point of OmegaCAM’s CCD 8 in all filters
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was obtained from ESO’s quality control (QC) database§.
In order to account for the shifts in zero-point over the course of our observations,
the database was queried to provide zero-points for all observing epochs. The zero-
points extracted for CCD8were those calculated by ESO’s QC group using the same
exposure times as the ones in our data-set. These zero-points were added to the instru-
mental magnitudes after the subtraction of the daophot-induced default value of
25.0 mag.
2. Atmospheric Corrections
For converting instrumentalmagnitudes to extra-atmosphere instrumentalmagnitudes,
one has to correct for atmospheric extinction and airmass. Extinction coefficient in
each filter was obtained from ESO’s QC database while airmass was extracted from
the header of the reference image’s FITS file. Their product was subtracted from the
magnitudes as these lead to a loss in flux of the star, i.e. a larger magnitude.
3. Normalizing Exposure
Themagnitudes indeep and shallowexposures cannotbe combineddirectly and there-
fore, it is necessary tonormalize them to a 1-second exposure before comparingor com-
bining them. Therefore, the normalizing term 2.5 log10(Exposure Time) was added




SkyMapper is a 1.3-meter telescope at Siding Spring Observatory, Australia, observ-
ing the entire southern hemisphere in the Sloan ugriz filters (Wolf et al., 2018). The
throughput curves of these filters resemble those of the OmegaCAM’s filters very
closely. Therefore, in the final calibration step, we compared our photometry with
theirs to remove any zero-point inhomogeneities lurking on a chip-to-chip level.
The SkyMapper DR2 database was queried using Astronomy Data Query Language
(ADQL) viaVirtualObservatory’sTableAccess Protocol (TAP).A 1×1degree2 region
around the cluster’s centre was queried and all the stars which satisfied the following
constraints were selected:
• flag = 0
• nimaflag = 0
• ngood > 1
These restrictions ensured the reliability of the selected stars’ photometry¶. The stars
in our catalog were matched against the stars in SkyMapper DR2 on a chip-to-chip
basis. A sigma-clipped median (as seen in Figure 3.5) of the differences in the magni-
tudes of the matched stars was taken as the zero-point offset between the 2 photome-
tries. These zero-points were added to the computed magnitudes to shift them to the
SkyMapper photometric system.
These varied corrections were incorporated for the entire data-set and the final calibrated
magnitude of all the stars was obtained. However, it is important to note that these magni-
tudes have been calculated for single-chip, single-exposure, and single-filter catalogs. For ex-
ample, these calibratedmagnitudes are present in 32 single-CCDfiles for the deep exposures
of the u-filter data. The next chapter emphasizes on how these independent photometries
were combined to produce the final master catalog of the entire data-set.
Initial product:
Reduced images ready for photometric extraction.
End Product:
Single-chip, single-exposure, single-filter catalogs containing final calibrated magnitude of
all the stars with their photometric errors and variability index.
¶For details of these parameters, please refer the SkyMapper Table metadata:
http://skymapper.anu.edu.au/table-browser/
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Philosophy iswritten in this grandbook, the universe, which
stands continually open to our gaze. But the book cannot
be understood unless one first learns to comprehend the lan-
guage and read the letters inwhich it is composed. It is writ-
ten in the language of mathematics, and its characters are
triangles, circles, and other geometric figures without which
it is humanly impossible to understand a single word of it;
without these, one wanders about in a dark labyrinth.
Galileo Galilei 4
The Catalog
The independently photometrised plethora of catalogs had to be woven together meticu-
lously to produce a single master catalog. In essence, the 32-CCD catalogs of a single ex-
posure were stitched together one-by-one, the shallow and deep exposures were matched
selectively, these single-filter catalogs were then matched against each other to generate the
final catalog with more than 140,000 stars. This catalog was joined with multiple other sur-
veys to provide magnitudes throughout the spectral energy distribution of the cluster. This
chapter elaborates each of these steps descriptively.
4.1 Stitching
As explained in Section 2.2, a jitter pattern was used to cover the vertical gaps in Omega-
CAM’s CCDs. This jitter pattern results in the same star being observed from 2 or 3 dif-
ferent CCDs over the entire epoch of observations. Therefore, it is important to treat these
duplicates before combining the catalogs. A Python routine was developed to overcome
these inconsistencies by stitching the CCD chips one by one.
The 8 CCDs along a single row of OmegaCAM’s CCD array (shown in Figure 4.1) were
matched with their immediate neighbour. The magnitude of any star found in the overlap-
ping regions of 2 adjacentCCDswas taken as aweighted average of itsmeasurements in both
of them. The number of images in which it was found in a particular CCD was used as the







were then matched against each other to recover those duplicates arising due to the vertical
component of the jitter.
Once all these repeated measurements were averaged, an integrated catalog of all CCDs
for a single exposure type and a single filter was ready. The next stepwas to combine the deep
and shallow exposure catalogs.
4.2 Combining Deep-Shallow
The exposure times in various filters were set up to recover both the faint stars undetectable
in shallow exposures and the bright stars saturated in the deep exposure. In order to exploit
the advantage of bearing these different kinds of exposures, their catalogs were matched in-
tricately.
A k-d tree algorithm (Bentley, 1975) was implemented to find the matches between the
2 catalogs. Out of all the matches, a level of magnitude was derived for each filter above
which only the shallow-exposure magnitude was kept for the matched stars. Whereas, for
all the duplicates below this saturation boundary, only their deep-exposure magnitude was
accepted. All the stars in shallow-exposure catalog above thismagnitude-level, which did not
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find a match in the deep exposures were also included in the combined ensemble.
This combined catalogwas checked again for duplicates or triplicates thatmight have been
missedpreviously. APython routine for internalmatchingof the tableswas developedwhich
used 0.′′1 as an accepted tolerance level. Any pair of stars in which the stars are separated
by less than 0.′′1 were examined for their magnitudes and the number of frames they were
detected in. In the very few of such cases (∼ 20 stars in the r-filter) where these close stars
had almost similar magnitudes, only the measurement with more number of detections was
incorporated into the combined catalog.
We refrained from combining magnitudes derived for two different kinds of exposure
times (even after normalizing them to a 1-second exposure) and therefore, the aforemen-
tioned painstaking matching was performed. The step was repeated for all the filters except
for the z-filter as there were no short-exposure images observed in it.
4.3 Combining Filters
This was the final step in generating the master catalog produced from the photometry of
our own data-set. The mainly reddish, old stellar population of NGC 6752 is particularly
prominent in the r-filter and the shallow+deep exposure catalog of this band consisted of
140,000+ stars. Therefore, r-filter’s catalog was used as the reference for the amalgamation
of the data-set.
The result of the matches between the r-filter and other filters’ catalogs is summarized in
Table 4.1. During thematching, the difference inRA andDECwas plotted for all the linked
stars and their 2-d separation (in arcseconds) was plotted as a function of their magnitude.
These plots for the matches between the r and i catalogs are shown in the lower and upper
panels of Figure 4.2, respectively.
By studying the distributionof points in these plots, itwas possible to refine themaximum
separation considered for a truematch. For thematches, themean separation distance (µ, its
uncertainty) and its standard deviation (σ) were:
µ = 0.0354± 0.0001 arcsec
σ = 0.0282 arcsec
(4.1)
Since, the astrometry of the data-set was done consistently, a stringent value of 0.′′2 was
accepted for these internal matches. Any star in r-filter, which matched a star in any other
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filter with a separation of greater than 0.′′2 (approximately the pixel size), wasn’t considered
as a successfulmatch. The stars in the r-filter unmatchedwith other filters were incorporated
into the final catalog, too. As a result, the final number of stars in this catalog was 141,633.
This concluded theprocurement of the finalmaster catalog of our data-set. The calibrated
PSF-fittedmagnitude, photometric errors, variability index, andother parameters pertaining
to the star’s shapewere the properties present for all the stars in each of the filters. Alongwith
these, a flag parameter was computed for the stars detected in the Hα filter. As explained
earlier in the Chapter 2, this filter is made of 4 quadrants resulting in a vignetting central-
cross. It was found that due to this feature, the photometry of stars present in this region
showed significant difference with respect to other stars. Therefore, the flag parameter for
stars situated within the central cross was set a value of 1, and for the rest of the population,




















4.4 Matching external surveys
In order to complement our multi-band coverage with existing all-sky surveys in different
wavelength regions, we matched our catalog with those of the Gaia, 2MASS, WISE, and
GALEX surveys. Additionally, we matched our catalog with the VHS and HUGS surveys,
as NGC6752 has been observed extensively by them.
4.4.1 Procuring the catalogs
These catalogs were obtained using the Simple Cone Search service of Virtual Observatory
accessed using the Python module pyvo. For each survey, a 1×1 degree2 region around the
cluster’s centre was queried and matched against our catalog. The URLs used for the Cone
Search of the surveys and the number of stars selected from them are shown in Table 4.2.
Each external match has been described in the following pages.
4.4.2 Gaia
As already explained in Section 2.3.1, Alambic used Gaia DR2 (Gaia Collaboration et al.,
2018) as a reference grid for astrometric calibration of the images. Therefore, a stringent 0.′′




Survey # of matched stars Cone Search link
Gaia DR2 77958 http://gaia.ari.uni-heidelberg.de/cone/search
Galaxy Evolution Explorer (GALEX) 6369 http://gsss.stsci.edu/webservices/vo/ConeSearch.aspx?CAT=GALEX&amp;




VISTAHemisphere Survey (VHS) 84916 http://wfaudata.roe.ac.uk/vhsDR6-dsa/DirectCone?DSACAT=VHS_DR6&DSATAB=vhsSource&
Wide-field Infrared Survey Explorer (WISE) 10757 http://gsss.stsci.edu/webservices/vo/ConeSearch.aspx?CAT=WISE&
HSTUVGlobular Cluster Survey (HUGS) 12287 https://archive.stsci.edu/hlsps/hugs/ngc6752/




reference epoch of 2015.5. Crucial information of the stars’ astrometry like proper motion,
parallax, radial velocity was obtained from Gaia and later used to establish the membership
criterion. CMDs with Gaia magnitudes are presented in Figure 4.5.
4.4.3 GALEX
The catalog was matched with Galaxy Evolution Explorer (GALEX,Martin et al. 2005) sur-
vey to extend the catalog’s UV coverage The Near-Ultraviolet (NUV) and Far-Ultraviolet
(FUV) magnitudes were incorporated to the catalog. As the resolution of GALEX is com-
paratively lower, a matching radius of 0.′′5was chosen. Since the cluster harbors older stellar
populations, only∼ 6300 stars were found to be commonbetweenGALEXand our catalog.
4.4.4 2MASS + VHS
Toget thenear-infraredphotometricmagnitudes of the stars, the catalogwasmatched against
the TwoMicronAll-Sky Survey (2MASS, Skrutskie et al. 2006) and theVISTAHemisphere
Survey (VHS, McMahon et al. 2013). Their combination was used keeping in mind that all
objects brighter than 14 mag in K band are saturated in VHS (due to the highly efficient
CCDs) but could be recovered in 2MASS. However, VHS adds fainter stars to the catalog
that are absent in 2MASS. In these matches, a maximum separation distance of 0.5 and 0.2
arcseconds was used for 2MASS and VHS, respectively. A larger separation distance was
used for 2MASS as its astrometry is less accurate than that of ours. A CMDproduced using












Wide-field Infrared Survey Explorer (WISE, Wright et al. 2010) survey was matched to ex-
tend our coverage to mid- and far-IR wavelength regions. The separation distance of 0.4
arcseconds was used to match the stars. A CMD produced using WISE W2 magnitude is
shown in Figure 4.6.
4.4.6 Stetson’s Homogeneous Photometry
The articulate catalog by Peter Stetson provided in the Homogeneous Photometry series
(Stetson et al., 2019) had a significant overlap with the areal coverage of our survey. Along
with the UBVRI magnitudes, the variability index of each star was included in our catalog.
Since our photometry had regularly sampled observations, variability indices measured in
our photometry were found to be more consistent than the ones given in this catalog.
4.4.7 HUGS
TheHSTUltraviolet Globular Cluster Survey (Piotto et al., 2015) covered only the inner∼
120 arcminutes of NGC 6752 but the angular resolution of HST allowed us to get magni-
tudes for those stars which are saturated/blended in our observations. It also allowed us to
get a better number density profile of the cluster as explained in Section 5.2.1. The CMDs
are shown below.
4.5 Culmination
As the cluster is located well below the galactic disk (at a latitude l = −25.628◦), it suffers
from very low reddening (E(B-V) = 0.046). However, over the 1×1 degree2 field of view
of our photometry, it is important to correct for differential reddening (or spatially varying
extinction). Therefore, color-excess values for all the stars in our catalog were obtained from
the Schlafly&Finkbeiner (2011) extinctionmaps*. The 2×2 degree2 extinctionmap centred
on NGC 6752 is shown in Figure 4.7. These values were incorporated into our final cata-
log. This master catalog ultimately contained astrometric and photometric measurements
formore than 140,000 stars ranging inwavelength fromFar-UV to Far-IR. The Spectral cov-
erage of the catalog is presented in Table 4.3.
*https://irsa.ipac.caltech.edu/applications/DUST/
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Figure 4.7: A2×2degree2 extinctionmapcentredonNGC6752takenfromSchlafly&Finkbeiner(2011).
Table 4.3: Listofallthemagnitudesinthecatalogarrangedinascendingorderoftheirfilter’seffectivewavelengthsinÅ.
Filter λeff (Å) Filter λeff (Å)
Galex Fuv 1542 Hα 6590
Galex Nuv 2274 i_SDSS 7508
HST 1 2750 Gaia Rp 7588
HST 2 3360 HST 5 8140
u_SDSS 3607 I 8797
U 3656 z_SDSS 8884
HST 3 4350 2MASS J 12350
B 4353 VHS J 12464
g_SDSS 4679 2MASS H 16620
Gaia Bp 5020 VHS Ks 21336
V 5477 2MASS K 21590
Gaia G 5836 WISEW1 33526
HST 4 6060 WISEW2 46028
r_SDSS 6241 WISEW3 115608
R 6349 WISEW4 220883
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Initial product:
Single-chip, single-exposure, single-filter catalogs.
End Product:
The final master catalog of all the chips, all the exposures, all the images matched against a









A comprehensive photometric catalog of a cluster presents a treasure trove of information
waiting to be unravelled. This chapter explains how the member stars of the cluster were
selected from our catalog. These members were used to obtain the number density profile
of the cluster and perform its dynamical modelling and derive other pertinent parameters.
5.1 Membership
A double-edged mechanism was used to select the member stars from all the stars observed
in the 1×1 degree2 field of view. Initially, a fiducial sequence was computed in the i vs r-i
CMD. All the stars lying within a certain sigmas from the fiducial sequence were selected
as preliminary members. Subsequently, these stars were further filtered based on their Gaia
proper motions. The cleaning along the CMDwas carried out under the knowledge that all
the stars in a globular cluster will exhibit similar photometric properties. Additionally, the
cleaning in the proper motion plane ensured that the stars moving with cluster are selected
efficiently.
5.1.1 CMD cleaning
The cleaning along the CMD has been widely used to identify and filter out background
galaxies (Grillmair et al., 1996). The technique is able to reduce the number of background







presents a very vertical main sequence andRGB in the i vs r-i CMD (as shown in Figure 5.1),
this CMDwas chosen as the basis for filtering out the field stars. The entire population was
divided into 3 sub-populations. The stars from the bottom of themain sequence to the base
of RGB were dealt with independently from the stars lying along the RGB and those lying
along the HB.
The stars along the main sequence were binned in groups of 0.15 magnitudes. The me-
dian and standard deviation in the r-i color were computed for each group. The median
color was selected as a point on the fiducial sequence. This sequence was smoothed using
Savitzky-Golay filter (Savitzky &Golay, 1964) and then interpolated using a cubic spline. A
2-σ boundary on either side of the fiducial sequence was computed using the standard devi-
ation for each bin. These boundaries, too, were smoothed in a similar manner. All the stars
within these boundaries were selected as the preliminary members (as shown in Figure 5.2).
This process was then repeated for the RGB and HB populations with slightly different
strategies. Firstly, the stars were binned in bigger magnitude bins (0.3 mag) as these regions
are scantily populated in comparison with the MS region. Secondly, the acceptance region
was computed differently for both the branches.
• For the RGB acceptance region, as the foreground and background sources are more
populous than the clustermembers, eachbin showed a significantly different standard










to the tip of RGB was computed as a function of the i-magnitude (Y-axis).
• As the HBs of GCs display G-jump and M-jump discontinuities (see Section 1.4.3),
an acceptance region of a wider width was established. A 0.03 mag width on either
side of the fiducial was set up as the acceptance region.
The fiducial sequence and the acceptance region for both the RGB and HB are shown
in Figure 5.3. All the stars within the acceptance regions were selected as the preliminary
members of the cluster. As the AGB of the cluster is comparatively harder to isolate, the
AGB stars of the cluster were picked meticulously by eye (as described in Section 5.5). As
there were roughly 30 stars along the AGB with almost all of them located in the internal
parts of the cluster, their presence or absence wouldn’t have much bearing on the number
density profile of the cluster.
Starting from141,633 stars in thefinal catalog, the cullingprocess along theCMDresulted
in 32,664 being selected as the preliminary members of the cluster. Furthermore, a cut-off
of r = 20mag was set up as the faint limit of the catalog tominimize the fraction of spurious
detections. This decreased the member population to 29,090. However, it is possible that
some of these accepted stars might be the field intruders which just happen to lie along the
cluster CMD. In order to remove those, the membership criterion was then refined using
Gaia proper motions.
5.1.2 Proper Motion cleaning
With Gaia’s proper motion calculations for the stars in our field of view, it was possible to
eliminate the background sources detected in the external parts of the cluster. A majority
of the preliminarily selected stars had their proper motions measured by Gaia (26,529 out
of 29,090). The proper motion in RA (µα∗) provided by Gaia is already multiplied by the
cosine of DEC (cos(δ)) to factor in spherical geometry. The proper motions (µα∗, µδ) were
plotted against the r-magnitude of the stars and then treated individually.
As seen in Figure 5.5, the median values of µα∗ and µδ for the cluster were found to be:
µα∗ = −3.187± 0.002mas/yr (5.1)










in field of view 141633
After CMD cleaning 32664
Brighter than r=20 mag 29090
In internal 12 arcmin 23467 (2553)
Farther than 12 arcmin 5623 (8)
External stars after
proper motion cleaning 3619
Selected member stars 27286
where the errors represent the uncertainty in the calculation of the median values (standard
errors). These calculated values are in good agreement with the values published for NGC
6752 by Baumgardt et al. (2019) (see Table 1.1). These stars were binned in groups of 0.15
mag and the median was found for each group. Any star which had a µα∗ or µδ greater than
the 3-σ of the group was rejected (see Figure 5.6).
All the stars within 12 arcminutes from the centre of the cluster were not cleaned using
Gaia proper motions, as prescribed by Vasiliev (2019). 2,553 out of the 23,467 stars within
12 arcminutes from the centre did not have a propermotionmeasurement. Out of the 5,623
stars farther than 12 arcminutes from the centre, only 8 of them did not have a Gaia proper
motion measurement; they were provisionally accepted as cluster members. The changes in
number of member stars brought about by these cleaning steps have been summarized in
Table 5.1. Using this trimmed sample, photometric and dynamic properties of the cluster
were inferred as described in the following sections. A plot of RA vs DEC of the selected
stars is presented in Figure 5.7.
5.2 Number Density Profile
Fitting number density profiles of globular clusters using dynamical models sheds light on
their structural properties. In order to compute number density in our cleaned population,
it was necessary to deal with (i) the geometry of OmegaCam, as the jitter pattern wasn’t
enough to cover all the gaps in the CCD array (see Figure 5.7) and (ii) the offset between











Toovercome these 2 conditions simultaneously, the projected area used to derive the num-
ber density was integrated every time stars were counted. A 2-dimensional grid of points sep-
arated by 0.5 arcseconds (roughly 2 times the size of anOmegaCamCCDpixel) was created
as a proxy for the field of view of our observations. This was used as the reference plane using
which the area was calculated.
Star counts were carried out in 100 radially spaced annuli within 50 arcminutes from the
cluster’s centre. Each annulus was propagated to the generated pseudo-OmegaCAM grid
and the area was derived by counting the points within the annulus. The final number den-
sity plot of our data is shown in Figure 5.10. Due to the extreme crowding and blending of
stars in the image, the counts for internal 2.5 arcminutes of the profile are inconsistent. To
complement our star counts, we computed the number density profile for the HUGS data.
5.2.1 HST number density profile
The Hubble Space Telescope UV Legacy Survey of Galactic Globular Clusters (HUGS, Pi-
otto et al. 2015, Nardiello et al. 2018), which was matched to our catalog, was used to calcu-
late the number density of the central parts of the cluster. Due to rotation of the telescope,
the observational coverage of the cluster was that as shown in Figure 5.8. A circle of 110
arcsecond in radius ensured that maximum number of stars are selected with negligible un-
observed area. The blue dots in the right panel of Figure 5.8 represent all the selected stars
within 110 arcseconds from the centre.





centre was of paramount importance. Any offset between the assumed and the true position
of the centre would deviate the derived number density from the actual one. For a prelimi-
nary position of the centre, themedian of RA andDec of all the selected stars was computed
and assumed as the centre (say RA0, DEC0) . To refine this position, a simple and effective
algorithm was used. All the stars within 1 arcsec from the centre were selected and their me-
dian RA and DECwas found. This was repeated for 100 increasing radii between 1 and 110
arcseconds. After every iteration, the RA andDECwas recorded and the offset with respect
toRA0 andDEC0was computed. Themedian of these offsets was added toRA0 andDEC0
to get the revised position of the centre of the cluster. The deviation in these offsets with re-





The number density for HUGS data was calculated in the same way as done for our data.
The annuli positioned on the newly-calculated centre were linearly spaced between 0 and 10





density profile is shown in Figure 5.10. The combined number density profile of our data
and VST had a gap of 40 arcseconds (from 110 to 150 arcseconds). However, this paltry gap
didn’t influence the fitting of the dynamic profile.
5.2.2 Fitting Dynamic Models
For estimating various dynamical properties of the cluster, it is necessary to fit dynamicmod-
els to the number density profile of the cluster. Conventionally, globular clusters’ density
profiles have been well described by the King (King 1966, discussed in Section 1.3) and Wil-
son models (Wilson 1975, these are spatially more extended than the King models). As dis-
cussed in Section 1.3, a self-similar dynamic model is defined using dimensionless radial and
density variables. Such a family of models can be reproduced by varying the central poten-
tial parameter, c. For fitting these models to density profiles they are projected on to the sky
plane.
In order to fit these dynamical models to the calculated number density profile, the pack-






used. The package allowed fitting not only the King and Wilson models, but also custom
limepy models. limepy uses 2 parameters to generate different dynamic models:
1. The central potential parameterW0 which is the proxy for c
2. The truncation parameter g which controls the tidal radius (truncation radii) of the
model.
For King models, g = 1 and for Wilson models, g = 2. The higher the value of W0
the lower the central concentration is and the higher the value of g, the larger the trunca-
tion radius. Except for the central potential, a dynamic model is scaled using the following
quantities:
1. Velocity scale σ, which is the one-dimensional velocity dispersion in isothermal mod-
els
2. Normalization constantAwhich controls the density scale of the cluster in 6-d phase
space
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Table 5.2: ParametersofbestfittingKing,Wilson,andLIMEPYmodels.rc,rh,m,andrt arethemodelestimatedcore
radius,half-massradius,andtidalradii,respectively,giveninpc.
Model W0 g rc rh,m rt
King 8.80 1 0.28 3.81 33.62
Wilson 7.10 2 0.41 2.05 117.34
limepy 8.36 1.48 0.28 3.01 53.02
Thebest fittingKing andWilsonmodelswere foundby computing the reducedχ2 of their
fit to the observed number density profile while using theW0, σ, and A as free parameters.
For both of these models, the value for g is always constant. However, limepy can generate
various lowered models till g ∼ 3.5. For finding the best-fit limepy model, we included
g as an additional free parameter and computed the reduced χ2 of the fit. The best fitting
King,Wilson, and limepymodels are shown in Figure 5.11. Table 5.2 shows the parameters
of the best fitted models. These parameters are in good agreement with those derived by
de Boer et al. (2019) for NGC 6752. The core radius (rc), half-mass radius (rh,m), and the
tidal radius (rt) of the cluster are presented in Table 5.2 and are comparable to those given by
Baumgardt et al. (2019) and de Boer et al. (2019). Small values of rc and rh,m signify that the
cluster has a large central potential (a greater central density). As can be seen in Figure 5.11,
the King model under-fits the external part of the number density profile while the Wilson
model overestimates it. Therefore, the limepy model which had the lowest χ2 value of the
three models, fits the cluster the best.
5.3 Isochrone fitting
Fitting of the i vs r-i CMDwas done using the PAdova And TRieste Stellar Evolution Code
models (Bressan et al. 2012, Chen et al. 2014, Tang et al. 2014, Marigo et al. 2017, Pastorelli
et al. 2019)†. For fitting the isochrones, we transformed ourmagnitudes to the absolute scale
using the following equations:








wherem0 is the absolute magnitude of the star andm is the apparent magnitude. The value
for distance d was taken from Baumgardt et al. (2019) as 4.25 pc. The values for absolute
extinctionAλ/AV forOmegaCAMfilterswereprovided in the isochrones. The values for to-
tal extinctionAV were calculated on a star-by-star basis using the extinction values obtained
for each star (as explained in Section 4.5) and the galactic extinction law value ofRV = 3.1
(Cardelli et al., 1989). The apparentmagnitudeswere calibrated in theABmagnitude system
and OmegaCAM’s photometric system. A plot with the absolute magnitudes is shown in
Figure 5.12.
The best fitting isochrone had the following values: [Fe/H] = −1.46, Age= 12.6Gyr,
ReimersRGBMass loss parameter ηReimers = 0.2, andZ⊙ =0.0152. The best-fit isochrone
is shown in Figure 5.12. The parameters of our best-fit isochrone are in good agreementwith
the values calculated byGratton et al. (2005) formetallicity andGratton et al. (2003) for age
of NGC 6752.
5.4 Hα CMD
The final catalog presents the first extensive Hα coverage of NGC 6752. Among the many
CMDs producible by our photometric catalog, the HαCMD is particularly interesting. In




Hα excess is an indicator of magnetic activity and presence of circumstellar disk. Even after
cleaning the catalog for the stars present in the vignetted regionof theCCD(shown inFigure
2.3), a substantial fraction of the population shows excess emission in Hα (see Figure 5.13).
However, the time frame of this thesis did not permit any further analysis of these stars.
5.5 Star counts of evolved stars
We counted the number of RGB, AGB, and HGB stars picking them out by eye to avoid
any error for our data and the HUGS data. As discussed earlier, the HUGS data covered the
internal 110 arcseconds of the cluster. For stars farther away than 110 arcseconds, we carried
out star counts using our catalog. The counts of these stars are shown in Table 5.3.
5.5.1 R parameter
MeasuringHelium abundance in globular clusters is important for various astrophysical rea-
sons. Different generation stars in a globular cluster show variances in their Helium content.
Helium abundance has also been touted as one of the leading candidates for the second pa-
rameter of the HB morphology problem (Milone et al., 2018). However, spectroscopically
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determining helium abundances in globular clusters is not straightforward as the Helium
line can be studied confidently in only few hot stars (for 8, 000K ≲ Teff ≲ 11, 000K ,
Marino et al. 2014).
Sandquist (2000) laid out 3 parameters as indicators of Helium abundance in globular
clusters calculable using wide-field deep photometry: the population ratio R (Iben, 1968),
theMS-HBmagnitudedifference∆ (Caputo et al., 1983), and theRRLyraemass-luminosity
exponentA (Carney, 1980). It has been shown that∆ andA are useful indicators of relative
Helium abundance. However,R is an excellent indicator for absolute He abundances. Cas-
sisi et al. (2003) were able to constrain the He abundance for galactic globular clusters using
theR parameter to a value in good agreement with the primordial Helium abundances.




whereNHB is the number of horizontal branch stars andNRGB is the number of red giant
branch stars brighter than the luminosity level of the HB (Iben, 1968). This represents the
dependence of the hydrogen-burning shell’s progress on the hydrogen content of the enve-
lope material being fed into it. To a lesser extent, it reflects the change of helium core mass
at helium flash, which affects the HB luminosity, and hence the HB lifetime.
Using the u, (u-i) CMD, we were able to identify and select the RGB,HB, and AGB pop-
ulations of the cluster. They are shown in Figure 5.14. We used literature values of the HB
luminosity and chose the RGB stars only above this level. The star counts are shown in Ta-
ble 5.3. As the distinction between the AGB and RGB can be very tricky, we confirmed
their numbers in the g, (g-K) CMD (see the right panel of Figure 5.14). The computed
value of R is within the errors of the values quoted by Sandquist (2000) for NGC 6752
(R = 1.56 ± 0.18). However, as noted by Zoccali et al. (2000), comparison of values for
R computed using different photometries isn’t straightforward, owing to uncertainties in
bolometric corrections for computing the HB luminosity.
5.5.2 R2 parameter






Table 5.3: StarcountsandtheRandR2 parameters.Ourdata-setinvolvedallthestarsbetween1.8and20arcminutes
fromthecentreofthecluster.TheHUGSdatawasusedtocomputestarcountsintheinternal1.8arcminutesofthe
cluster.
Data-set NRGB NAGB NHB R R2
Our VST data 129 16 196 1.51 0.08
HUGS 90 17 173 1.92 0.23









whereNAGB is the number of stars in the AGB andNHB is the number of stars in the hor-
izontal branch. This parameter is strongly sensitive to the extension of the convective cores
during the HB phase of the stars. Simultaneously, it is fairly insensitive to the initial metal
and He abundance of the stars. The theoretical predictions based on the ratio between the
AGB and the HB evolutionary timescales made by Cassisi et al. (2003) give a median value
ofR2 ∼ 0.12. Clusters with lowest values ofR2 are those with the bluest HB morphology
(Sandquist, 2000) and those with redder HBs exhibit R2 values closer to the theoretically
predicted values.
The R2 parameter value for NGC 6752 calculated using the combined data-set is 0.09.













Using the above calculated star counts, stars were sorted by their distance from the centre
and their cumulative distribution was computed and normalized. The three distributions
shown in Figure 5.17 behave almost similarly. However, when plotting r magnitude of these
evolved stars against their distance from the centre - in order to study possible radial trends
connected to the distribution of the stars - we noted a possible puzzling observable. As seen
in Figure 5.18, a sudden disappearance of HB stars can be seen starting at 6 arcminutes from
the center up to at least 13 arcminutes in the magnitude range 16 ≲ r ≲ 17. When com-
pared with theoretical zero-age horizontal branch (ZAHB, Cassisi & Salaris 1997) models,
this magnitude range corresponds to the region comprised between 16,000K and 22,000K;
i.e., in the region “hotter than the G2-gap at 12,000 K (Ferraro et al., 1998) and cooler than
G3-gap at 20,000 K (Ferraro et al., 1998)”.
Interestingly, stars hotter than theM-jump (or theG3-gap,Momany et al. 2004) are those
which are currently assumed to constitute the Extreme Horizontal Branch (EHB). These
stars would not be able to ascend the AGB (AGB-manqué), and therefore the physical mech-
anism that brought them here (extreme mass-loss and/or He-enhancement) is probably dif-
ferent than the one responsible for the formation of canonical HB stars (stars with Teff ≲
16,000 K).










limiting thehottest canonicalHB stars fromtheonset ofun-canonicalEHBstars. The reason
why this gap is enhanced in the external region (at distances> 6 arcmin) and not within the
internal region remains puzzling. However, we could say that it is probably related to the
specific dynamical evolution of NGC 6752, as the cluster is known to have gone through an
era of core collapse (Djorgovski, 1993).
In order to confirm the statistical significance of this detected paucity of stars, we divided
the HB into 3 populations. The first population (HB_1) is chosen as all the stars above
16,000 K. The second population (HB_2, one with the apparent scarcity) is chosen as the
one with temperatures between 16,000 K and ∼ 22,000 K. The third population (HB_3)
comprised of all the stars hotter than 22,000 K. The 3 sub-populations are shown in Figure
5.19. Star counts were carried out for these sub-populations with respect to a referenceRGB
population chosen in the range between the sub-giant branch and the RGB bump. In order
to remove the bias of bin size from the star counts, various bin sizes from0.2 to 2 arcminutes
were used. A few of these counts are shown in Figure 5.20. These various counts were com-
bined and smoothed to plot the final radial distribution of these 3 sub-populations. Figure








In conclusion, a comprehensive data-set was reduced and an even more comprehensive pho-
tometric catalogwas extractedout of it. Reductionof the datawas carried out usingAlambic.
SExtractor was used to perform preliminary aperture photometry and a routine was de-
veloped to calculate full-width at half-maximum of the stars’ PSF. daophot was used to
perform aperture photometry and compute the PSF of the images. allstar was used for
performing PSF photometry of all images. All the independently produced catalogs were
matched and combined to form a master catalog of ugriz and Hα filters. This catalog was
matched with external surveys and the final catalog was used for the analysis of the cluster.
Articulate criteria based on Gaia proper motions and fiducial sequences on r, (r- i) CMD
were derived for selecting the members of NGC 6752. Using these selection criteria, num-
ber density profile of the cluster was computed. Our density profile was then amalgamated
with the newly obtained number densities of the internal 110 arcseconds of the cluster using
HUGS data. limepy was employed to fit dynamical models such as (King, Wilson, etc.) to
the number density profile. Using these models, dynamical properties of the cluster were
inferred to be in good agreement with the literature values.
In the reduction of the data, Illumination maps were produced for the Sloan ugri filters
at OmegaCAM. These new maps can be used for correcting all types of OmegaCam data.
The filters at OmegaCAM are stable and hence, the maps can be reused for illumination
correction of future data, too. Similarly, new fringing maps produced for the i-filter can be
used for de-fringing any observations taken with it.
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An extensive catalog of NGC 6752 was generated in Hα for the first time. In the CMDs
produced using Hα numerous stars showed excessHα emission. These stars serve as excel-
lent targets for a future spectroscopic study to delve deeper into their nature.
Using our photometry along with theHUGS data, we performed star counts for the stars
along the RGB, HB, and the AGB. We calculated values for the pertinent R and R2 pa-
rameters. The radial distribution of these stars was plotted and it was confirmed that these
populations behave almost similarly.
However, the star counts also revealed amysteriousmissing region in the plot of the stellar
magnitudes against the distance of the stars from the centre. This corresponded to the mag-
nitude range (16 ≲ r ≲ 17) of the discontinuity observed in the EHB. Very few HB stars
were observed in this magnitude range at distances greater than∼ 6 arcminutes. Something
very peculiar, like the dynamical evolution history of the cluster, could have played a part in
the disappearance of HB stars in that region.
The pipeline developed for reduction of the data and photometric extraction of the cat-
alog can be run automatically for other globular clusters observed using OmegaCAM with
minimal human input. The Python code has been optimized in such a manner that a 10
terabyte data-sample can be analyzed within 24 hours on a 48-core machine. As a part of a
future larger program, we aim to run the pipeline on other southern hemisphere globular
clusters observed using OmegaCAM.
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